J. Lottes and P. Fischer in [J. Sci. Comput., 24:45-78, 2005] studied many smoothers or preconditioners for hybrid Multigrid-Schwarz algorithms for the spectral element method. The behavior of several of these smoothers or preconditioners are analyzed in the present paper. Here it is shown that the Schwarz smoother that best performs in the above reference, is equivalent to a special case of the weighted restricted additive Schwarz, for which convergence analysis is presented. For other preconditioners which do not perform as well, examples and explanations are presented illustrating why this behavior may occur.
Introduction
Fischer and Lottes studied in [9, 12] the effective solution of linear systems originating from spectral element discretizations of Poisson, Helmholtz, and NavierStokes equations. They compared several Schwarz methods used as smoothers or preconditioners. In this paper, we analyze two of those methods. We show that these methods can be interpreted within the class of weighted restrictive additive Schwarz methods (WRAS), and we use this interpretation to analyze their convergence properties. In other words, in this paper we provide an understanding of why some of these smoothers or preconditioners work well in practice, as well as an indication of why others may not always be advantageous. In section 2 we briefly describe some of the methods presented in [9, 12] , but we refer the reader to these references for full details, as well as for further bibliography. We emphasize that we are not presenting new methods here, but only providing some analysis which we believe help in the understanding of existing methods.
Since extensive numerical results are reported in [9, 12] , here we present few examples and experiments illustrating our theoretical developments.
Restrictive additive Schwarz methods (RAS) were introduced as efficient alternatives to the classical additive Schwarz preconditioner in [5] . For description of general Schwarz methods; see, e.g., [17, 20, 21] . Practical experiments have proven RAS to be particularly attractive, because it reduces communication time while maintaining the most desirable properties of the classical Schwarz methods [4, 5] . RAS preconditioners are widely used in practice and are the default preconditioner in the PETSc software package [1] . Convergence of RAS methods was first shown in [11] ; see also [14] . Some of these methods, including selected weighted variants, are reviewed in section 3.
Using the algebraic structure of the smoothers and preconditioners given in sections 2 and 3, an analysis of the convergence properties of some of the methods of [12, 9] is presented in section 4. For one of the methods, examples are given illustrating the fact that while in some cases it may be effective, in others, it might not.
Hybrid Multigrid-Schwarz
The linear system obtained from the spectral element discretization of some elliptic operator with n degrees of freedom can be described as
One of the most effective methods used in [12, 9] for the solution of (1) is a version of multigrid for spectral elements (see, e.g., [13, 18] ), and the smoother proposed is a version of the overlapping additive Schwarz method of [7] ; see also [3, 8, 17, 20, 21] . The most effective smoother in [12] is now described, in part using the algebraic representation from [10, 11] .
The domain Ω of the elliptic operator is decomposed into p disjoint subdomains Ω i , so thatΩ = ∪Ω i . Given a mesh for Ω, we can enlarge each Ω i by a thickness of one element by adjoining all elements adjacent to ∂Ω i , obtaining Ω i,1 . If we repeat this process δ times to obtain Ω i,δ , we have an overlapping domain decomposition whose overlap has thickness 2δ elements. Typical values for δ are 1 or 2. Larger values of δ typically result in faster convergence per iteration, although each iteration is more expensive.
Given a piecewise polynomial function in the finite element space, it can be identified by sampling it at n points, called the nodes of the finite element method. For example, piecewise linear elements on triangles are identified by their values at the vertices of the triangles, so the vertices are usually taken to be the nodes of the piecewise linear finite element method. For piecewise biquadratic functions on rectangles, the nodes are usually situated at the corners, edge midpoints and centroids of each rectangle. When solving a homogeneous Dirichlet problem, those vertices and nodes on ∂Ω are known to be zero so they are eliminated from the matrix problem. If the boundary condition is Neumann or Robin, these nodes are not eliminated.
For each subdomain, and each amount of overlap given by δ, we define a restriction matrix R i,δ . For Dirichlet problems, R i,δ restricts to the n i = n i,δ nodes which are in the interior 1 of Ω i,δ , and for Neumann or Robin problems, R i,δ restricts to those nodes in the interior of Ω i,δ as well as some nodes on ∂Ω. One can write explicitly
where I i,δ the identity on R ni and π i is a permutation in R n which depends on the numbering of the nodes. We also define a restriction of the operator A on Ω i as
The additive Schwarz preconditioner of [7] is
We point out that the matrix defined in (4) is indeed nonsingular, and therefore the notation for it is consistent; see, e.g., [10] .
2
We introduce the weighting matrices
In order to define two other Schwarz operators, Lottes and Fischer [12] introduce the diagonal counting matrix
where each diagonal entry C jj ≥ 1 indicates the number of subdomains sharing the node j. The diagonal weight matrix W = W δ is defined as
For nonsymmetric problems, one smoother used for multigrid in [12] was
which we can call a weighted additive Schwarz smoother.
Another approach for the solution of (1) considered in [12] is the use of a Richardson iteration of the form
for some fixed damping parameter θ > 0, where M is, for example, either the additive Schwarz operator (AS) defined in (4) or the weighted additive Schwarz operator (WAS) defined in (7) . It follows directly from (8) that the relevant quantity in the analysis of the convergence rate of the Richardson iteration is the spectral radius ρ(I − θM −1 A). Thus, for Richardson with the AS smoother, one needs to study ρ(I − θM −1 AS,δ A) and for for Richardson with the WAS smoother,
As we shall see, in the latter case, one can choose θ = 1, and therefore we study ρ(
For symmetric (positive definite) problems, the method of choice is preconditioned conjugate gradient (CG). In this case, a symmetric preconditioner is called for, and the one considered in [12] is
where the expression √ W refers to a diagonal matrix whose entries are 1/ C jj . The relevant quantity for the convergence of preconditioned CG here is then the condition number κ(
Restricted additive Schwarz
We present here an algebraic (matricial) representation of restricted additive Schwarz methods, following [11] . We introduce 'restricted' operators R i,δ as
The image of R 
For practical parallel implementations, when each subdomain corresponds to a different processor, replacing R In addition, the numerical results in [5] indicate that the restrictive additive Schwarz method is at least as fast (in terms of number of iterations and/or CPU time) as the classical one.
Note that with RAS one looses symmetry, since if A is symmetric, M −1 AS,δ is symmetric as well, whereas M −1 RAS,δ is usually nonsymmetric. A symmetric version of RAS is possible, namely, the restricted additive Schwarz with harmonic extension (RASH) as follows
Note however that this version was shown to be inferior to RAS in several examples, and in fact it may not even converge [5, 10] .
We note that with the RAS preconditioning the corresponding weighting matrices satisfy
while for additive Schwarz we have
where the inequalities are componentwise and
is the maximum number of subdomains to which each node of the mesh belongs.
We briefly review now some convergence results for Richardson preconditioned by additive Schwarz (which can also be seen as additive Schwarz accelerated by Richardson), and for RAS; see [2, 10, 11] for proofs and further details. These results are given for nonsingular M -matrices, i.e., matrices with nonpositive off-diagonal elements and whose inverse are (componentwise) nonnegative. Thus, they apply in particular to Stieltjes matrices, i.e., symmetric positive definite M -matrices. (Results for symmetric positive semidefinite matrices can be found in [15] ).
where q is defined in (14) . Furthermore, one has that
The fact that no damping parameter θ is necessary for the convergence of RAS, can be traced directly to the observation (12) above, while the need for damping in Richardson preconditioned by additive Schwarz stems from (13) . These observations lead to the following two particularly efficient variants of RAS presented in [5] , and analyzed and extended in [11] .
We introduce weighted restriction operators R ω i,δ which result from R i,δ of (2) by replacing the entry 1 in column π i (j) by "weights" ω i,j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n i (i.e., whenever a column of R i,δ is not a zero column), where the weights have to satisfy i ω i,j = 1. From this definition, it follows directly that
The weighted restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner (WRAS) and the weighted restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner with harmonic extension (WASH) are then defined as
We postpone a result on the convergence of these preconditioners until the next section.
Analysis of weighted Schwarz smoothers
We begin with our analysis of the weighted additive Schwarz smoother (7) by relating it to the methods of the last section. We show first that this smoother can be interpreted as a WRAS smoother as in (16) , with a particular choice of weighted restriction operator. This choice is R ω i,δ = W R i,δ , and with this choice we have
Furthermore, with the choice of R ω i,δ = W R i,δ , it follows from (6), (5), and (12) , that (15) holds. Therefore, we can hope to apply the following convergence and comparison result from [11] to this smoother. Theorem 4.1. Let A be an M -matrix, and let
Then,
AS,δ A).
We show next that this theorem applies in particular to R ω i,δ = W R i,δ , and thus to the smoother (7). This follows directly from the definitions, since W jj = 1/C jj ≥ 1/q, and thus for the range of values of θ that one can guarantee convergence (see Theorem 3.1) we have that R ω i,δ = W R i,δ ≥ (1/q)R i,δ ≥ θR i,δ , i.e., the hypothesis (18) holds. Theorem 4.1 shows that the weighted additive Schwarz variants, as well the weighted additive Schwarz smoother, converge faster than Richardson preconditioned by the classical additive Schwarz method. In terms of performance, this is consistent with the experiments in [5] and in [12] (although there, the matrices are not always M -matrices or Stieltjes matrices). In our analysis this is to be attributed to the fact that for the weighted variants we have (15) , while for Richardson preconditioned by additive Schwarz we have (13) , which implies
In other words, Theorem 4.1, together with our interpretation based on (17), explains why one would expect (at least for Stieltjes matrices) that the performance of the weighted additive Schwarz smoother (7) be superior to the performance of Richardson iteration with the additive Schwarz method (4).
Remark 4.2.
We have so far only mentioned one-level Schwarz methods. In practice, for preconditioners, it is customary to have a second level, usually a coarse-grid correction; see, e.g., [20, 21] . In terms of the description of the methods here, one has a 'global' restriction operator R 0 with nonzeros corresponding to nodes in each of the subdomains, and the corresponding A 0 = R 0 AR It was shown in [2, Section 7] that the use of the multiplicative second level can indeed improve the spectral radii of the operators discussed in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, and under certain hypotheses on the matrix A, the spectral radii of these operators never deteriorates by the application of the multiplicative second level. Beyond this remark, we will not consider the second level methods in our study of the smoothers or preconditioners here.
We proceed now to analyze the symmetric preconditioner (9) . We begin by noting that inspired by (11) , one can introduce a weighted restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner with harmonic extension (WRASH) as follows
where
We can now interpret (9) as the WRASH operator (19) by setting R
Note also that with this choice, (20) holds.
We already mentioned in the previous section that RASH is not usually recommended. Then, it would be natural to think that the symmetric weighted preconditioner WRASH may not always perform well either. We show below using a series of examples that while in some cases, WRASH performs better than additive Schwarz, in others, the opposite is true. Since these are considered preconditioners for CG, these comparisons are obtained for the appropriate condition numbers. We also show that if one thinks of WRASH as a smoother for multigrid, for these examples, a comparison of the appropriate spectral radii indicates that WRAS is a superior choice.
The examples we show are small, so that we can easily study the spectral properties of the operators. These spectral properties illustrate some of the convergence behavior observed in the extensive experiments reported in [9, 12] .
In the examples below, σ(A) denotes the spectrum of A, i.e., set of its eigenvalues, and S i denotes the set of nodes in Ω i,δ . We begin with an example of a symmetric positive definite M -matrix arising from a discretization of a simple one-dimensional partial differential equation (PDE). Example 4.4. We now consider a more realistic version of Example 4.3, namely a two-dimensional PDE discretized using the spectral element method (SEM) as in [9, 12] . The SEM is a Finite Element Method (FEM) whose basis functions are piecewise polynomial of high degree; see, e.g., [16] . The elements are rectangular, and on each element, a basis function is given by φ = ℓ 1 (x)ℓ 2 (y), where ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 are Legendre polynomials with nodes at the Gauss-Lobatto points, which ensures that the basis functions are continuous at element boundaries 4 . To assemble the stiffness matrix, one must compute integrals of the form S ∇φ j · ∇φ k dx dy, where S is a rectangular element and φ j , φ k are two basis functions. The integral is replaced by a quadrature rule. Since the nodes are at the Gauss-Lobatto points, using the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule results in a formula which is easy to compute and which is also highly accurate. We have meshed an L-shaped domain with 192 square elements of side 1/16; see Figure 1 . Each element further comprises 6 × 6 nodes, so that the basis functions are piecewise biquintic. We are solving the problem
We have decomposed this mesh of 192 elements into 12 subdomains as shown in Figure 1 . Each subdomain is created by starting with a 4 × 4 block of elements, and then adding all elements adjacent to the boundary.
Since we are solving a Dirichlet problem, the nodes on the boundary of Ω are not present in the discrete problem. Likewise, the restriction matrices R i , i = 1, ..., 12, contain one row per node inside of Ω i , the vertices on ∂Ω i not being involved. The total number of degrees of freedom is 4641, so that A is a 4641 × 4641 matrix. This is a symmetric positive definite matrix, but not an M -matrix, i.e., it is not Stieltjes. This is the same situation as the matrices in [9, 12] . The 4641 nodes have coordinates (x 1 , y 1 ) , ..., (x 4641 , y 4641 ) ∈ Ω. The weights are chosen as points of a piecewise linear functions of the form
with (a i , b i ) ∈ {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5} 2 corresponding to the center of the Ω i subdomain, for i = 1, 2, ..., 12, which we then normalize for WRAS or WASH, so that (15) and (20) . The largest eigenvalue of A is 3.9967 and its smallest eigenvalue is 0.0016, so its condition number is 2655.85. We summarize our results in table form. W RASH A) = 2.5434. Thus, WRAS would be a better smoother than damped additive Schwarz, and WRASH would not work at all as a smoother.
Conclusions
We have used an algebraic representation to analyze certain Schwarz methods presented in the literature. We were able to explain why for certain class of problems the weighted restricted additive Schwarz method works better than classical additive Schwarz, when used as a smoother accelerated by Richardson iterations.
We show examples where a symmetric weighted additive Schwarz preconditioner has worse performance than classical additive Schwarz, and this is consistent with other cases in the literature for which such preconditioners are not recommended.
Thus, we have illustrated how the algebraic analysis of Schwarz methods provides a useful tool in understanding their behavior. Similarly, this approach can also be used to inspire the design of new Schwarz smoothers or preconditioners.
